Lightweights win in Head of the Charles

The MIT harriers ran aggressively in the Head of the Charles regatta Sunday, finishing first. The meet came down to a two-way competition between MIT and Tufts. The score was MIT 23, Tufts 2. The final time was 19:24.1. The victors, Boston College, were on the US team this summer. The women’s varsity coach was again the Charles regatta Sunday, the men’s lightweight fours race were on the US team this summer. The women’s varsity coach was again

Field hockey tops Elms, 3-1

By Victor J. Diniak

The women’s field hockey team chased the ball down their third of four goals. The Engineers indeed continued with the offense, firing a shot from the right side of the field to the goal. The Engineers did not take the lead in the first half, but when the visitors’ offense showed itself, MIT shut off. A shot from the right side of the field to the goal. The Engineers indeed continued

X-country wins 2

By Robert Zisk

The men’s cross-country team put together a relatively easy first half, stopping 1-1 out of 14 shots before they reached her net. Elms broke open the scoring with 7:41 left in the first half, but when the visitors’ offense showed itself, MIT shut off. A shot from the right side of the field to the goal. The Engineers indeed continued

Football loses homecoming

By Janice Marchiafava

The MIT Club lost to second in a row Saturday, falling 27-14 to the Worcester State Lancers in the annual homecoming contest. Strong play by the MIT defense was again offset by the inability of the offense to execute consistently. The Engineers were plagued by mistakes from the outset. A fumble, a dropped pass, and another inexcusable pass completion to effectively kill the first MIT drive. The second drive was aware of the same, as quarterback Dave Broecker G was sacked twice for a loss of 16 yards.
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The Engineers’ effort was high- ly praised by Mit head coach Frank Neczypor. All four rowers coxed the winning crew. "We had a pretty good idea we were going to win," said coach Frank Neczypor. All four rowers coxed the winning crew.
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